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broken/missing.) A: GitHub's removal of the Project Page is not permanent. You can open a new issue there and the
project repo will be restored if the owner finds it's necessary. Q: "Can not get address for

org.gnome.shell.extensions.custom-weather[51]" what does it mean? I have a laptop with Ubuntu 17.04 installed on
it. The top panel of my panel has an icon for "custom-weather" plugin. I added this plugin by using the add to panel.

When I used this app to set the location for the weather in my country. I could get the location from the plugin. I tried
adding this plugin to my newly installed Ubuntu 16.10 and 17.04. But I could not get the location from the plugin.
Does anyone know why I could not get the location from the plugin on my newly installed version of Ubuntu? A:

Based on your error message, it appears you are not using the custom-weather plugin. If you check this answer, that
person linked to a page listing the different custom-weather plugins. Their description says it supports some version

of Ubuntu. The custom-weather-plugin that you tried to install would work on a different version of Ubuntu. You will
need to install a different plugin. Coverage and Bias of the New ACCEP
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. klub photos A: First of all, there's an issue in your code, in that while you have a '?' in the columnname, your code is
basically passing whatever value is in the cell, which could be a string or it could be a number, so it's expecting a

number. To make sure you are in fact getting a date value, something like this should work: columnName=
Application.Match(Sheets(1).Range("B30"), Sheets(4).Range("A2:A29"), 0) If you are still getting #N/A then I'm not

sure why you're getting the error. EDIT: Based on your comment, you've put in this as your code: If Not
IsNumeric(Sheets(1).Cells(i, columnName)) Then It's failing on the else part because no "error" (N/A) value is being
returned from the function. You may need to be a bit more specific as to which cells are numeric and which aren't,

and what you expect to be returned in each case, I can't work out whether the "value" you posted is for a columnname
or a cell in a column. For example, if you want anything to be returned from your function that isn't numeric, then

this would work: If Not IsNumeric(Sheets(1).Cells(i, columnName)) Then Sheets(1).Cells(i, columnName) =
Application.WorksheetFunction.CountIf(Sheets(4).Range("A2:A29"), _ Sheets(1).Cells(i, columnName)) Else 'Do

nothing End If INSIDE THE MARKET: Christmas packing for holiday shoppers December 19, 2017 By Susan
Peters-Zucca/ Special to the Sun What kind of holiday treats should be on your packing list? A holiday cookie pack is
one I’ve been wanting to create for some time. This year I’ve set my sights on perfecting my family’s favorite cookie
pack — gingerbread and honey raisin cookies. These cookies are one of my “go-to” Christmas cookies for everyone

on our list. I bake them two to three times a year for our holiday 3da54e8ca3
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